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About This Guide
This implementation guide discusses architectural considerations and configuration
steps for deploying the Cross-Account Manager solution on the Amazon Web Services
(AWS) Cloud. It includes links to AWS CloudFormation templates that launch, configure,
and run the AWS compute, network, storage, and other services required to deploy this
solution on AWS, using AWS best practices for security and availability.
This guide is intended for IT infrastructure architects, administrators, and DevOps
professionals who have practical experience architecting on the AWS Cloud.

Overview
Amazon Web Services (AWS) offers a variety of services and features that allow for flexible
control of cloud computing resources and the AWS accounts managing those resources.
These options are designed to help provide proper cost allocation, agility, and security,
and can be enhanced when using a multiple-account structure. When structuring multiple
accounts, some customers choose to implement an identity-based access-control strategy
between those accounts. AWS provides out-of-the-box federation capabilities from AWS
Identity and Access Management (IAM) using cross-account roles. AWS customers can
use IAM roles to establish trust relationships between a trusted account that contains
users who need access to a resource and a trusting account(s) that owns that resource.
Account administrators can configure permissions for IAM users in a trusted account to
allow them to switch roles and access a trusting account. AWS provides additional
federation capabilities from AWS Directory Service (which supports federation from
Microsoft Active Directory, Simple AD, and AD Connector), or from existing identity
stores using SAML 2.0, which can be used in conjunction with cross-account roles.
To help customers configure an identity-based security structure for their AWS accounts,
AWS offers the Cross-Account Manager solution. The solution simplifies cross-account
access in the AWS Management Console and leverages AWS Directory Service for
authentication using existing Microsoft Active Directory credentials. The Cross-Account
Manager automatically manages the IAM roles and permissions necessary to give
federated users and groups access to multiple AWS accounts, and removes the need to
manually provision cross-account roles and IAM credentials. The automated reference
implementation deploys a serverless architecture and also creates a webpage with userfriendly links for role-specific access to each managed sub-account.
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Note: This solution uses AWS Directory Service, which does not leverage SAML
for direct federation to AWS accounts. Therefore, this solution may not be the
best fit for customers with existing SAML infrastructure.
This guide provides infrastructure and configuration information for planning and
deploying the Cross-Account Manager solution. The information in this guide assumes
professional working knowledge of IAM roles and policies, Microsoft Active Directory,
and AWS Directory Service.

Cost
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this solution. As
of the date of publication, the cost for running this solution with default settings in the
US East (N. Virginia) Region is approximately $5 per month, or less if you have Amazon
DynamoDB, Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) or AWS Lambda free tier
monthly usage credit.
This cost estimate assumes that the primary purpose of the master account is to manage
federation to sub-accounts. If you use the master account to run other Amazon
DynamoDB workloads that exceed the free tier limit, the cost of running this solution will
increase to approximately $20 per month.
Important: The above estimate does not include costs incurred from AWS
Directory Service, which is a required component to manage user authentication
and single sign-on in this solution. See AWS Directory Service Pricing for detailed
pricing information.
For more information on this requirement, see Prerequisites.
Prices are subject to change. For full details, see AWS Pricing and the pricing webpage
for each AWS service you will be using in this solution.
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Architecture Overview
Deploying this solution with the default parameters builds the following environment
on the AWS Cloud.

Figure 1: Cross-Account Manager solution architecture

The solution includes two AWS CloudFormation templates: one template to deploy in the
master AWS account that is used as the entry point for all users; and another to deploy in
each sub-account that the solution will manage for cross-account access. The master
account template deploys the majority of the solution components, while the sub-account
template deploys an AWS Lambda function that configures the roles necessary to grant
access to that account.
The master AWS CloudFormation template creates two Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) buckets in the master account: one is a configuration bucket that holds subaccount configuration files (account, role, and policy information); the other is an accesslink bucket that hosts the solution’s static webpage, which contains user-friendly links to
access the managed sub-accounts.
The solution creates an AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) key and policy that
controls administrator access to the S3 configuration bucket. By default, the key policy
grants the solution’s AWS Lambda functions in the master account permission to use the
key, and also allows designated IAM users with AWS KMS administrative permissions to
manage this key (see Security for more information).
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The solution relies on AWS Directory Service for user authentication to the master
account, which must be managed independently of this solution (see Prerequisites for
more information).
When the Administrator uploads a file with new sub-account, role, or permissions policy
information to the Amazon S3 configuration bucket, it triggers an AWS Lambda function
in the master account. The function processes the data, stores it in Amazon DynamoDB,
and then initiates a series of other Lambda functions and Amazon SNS messages to
configure the roles necessary to establish cross-account access.
For each new sub-account and role combination provisioned, the solution automatically
adds an access link to the end-user webpage in the Amazon S3 access-link bucket. The
solution’s Amazon DynamoDB tables offer a centralized view of all accounts, roles, and
links that it manages.
For detailed information on each of these components, see Appendix A.

AWS CloudFormation Templates
This solution uses AWS CloudFormation to automate the deployment of the CrossAccount Manager solution on the AWS Cloud. It includes the following AWS
CloudFormation templates, which you can download before deployment:

View template

aws-cross-account-manager-master.template: Use this
template to build all components in the master account to
provision and manage cross-account roles.

aws-cross-account-manager-sub.template:
Use
this
template to build the necessary components in a sub-account: an
AWS Lambda function to communicate with the master account,
and an Administrator role to enable the solution to manage access in the sub-account
from the master account.

View template

Automated Deployment
Before you launch the automated deployment, please review the architecture,
prerequisites, and security information discussed in this guide. Follow the step-by-step
instructions in this section to configure and deploy Cross-Account Manager into your
account.
Time to deploy: Approximately 10 minutes, plus additional time to configure subaccounts, roles, and policies as necessary
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Prerequisites
The solution relies on AWS Directory Service for user authentication and single sign-on
to the master account using existing corporate credentials. Complete the following highlevel tasks to configure AWS Directory Service for the Cross-Account Manager solution.

Configure AWS Directory Service
With AWS Directory Service, customers can set up a managed Microsoft Active
Directory or Simple AD on the AWS Cloud, or they can use the AD Connector proxy
service to connect to an existing on-premises Microsoft Active Directory.


If you are not yet using Microsoft Active Directory for user authentication and
authorization, choose the appropriate implementation for your company. We
recommend using AWS Directory Service to configure a managed Microsoft Active
Directory or Simple AD.
Note: If you require a self-managed Microsoft Active Directory Domain
Services (AD DS) environment, AWS offers the Active Directory DS on AWS
Quick Start that helps customers deploy a new AD DS environment on the AWS
Cloud or extend an existing on-premises AD DS to the AWS Cloud. This
solution will work with Scenario 3 of the Quick Start, which deploys AD DS with
AWS Directory Service on the AWS Cloud.



If you have an existing Microsoft Active Directory environment on premises, use
the AD Connector proxy service to connect your directory to AWS Directory
Service.



Enable access to the AWS Management Console for your directory users and
groups. See Enabling AWS Management Console Access in the AWS Directory
Service Administration Guide. You will create an access URL (e.g.,
https://example-corp.awsapps.com/console/) for your directory members to use
to access the console.

Create and Manage Users and Groups
This solution creates and manages IAM roles (CrossAccountManager-*) that you can
assign to your directory users or groups. Customers are responsible for creating and
managing their Microsoft Active Directory or Simple AD groups, and for assigning
solution-managed roles to these users and groups as necessary.


To create new users or groups, see Add Users and Groups (Simple AD and Microsoft
AD) in the AWS Directory Service Administration Guide.



After you deploy the solution, assign roles to your AWS Directory Service groups as
described in Step 4.
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What We’ll Cover
The procedure for deploying this architecture on AWS consists of the following steps. For
detailed instructions, follow the links for each step.
Step 1. Launch the Solution in the Master Account


Launch the AWS CloudFormation template in the master AWS account.



Enter values for required parameters: Config Bucket, Access Links Bucket



Review the other template parameters, and adjust if necessary.

Step 2. Launch the Solution in a Sub-Account


Upload the account file to the configuration bucket in the master account.



Launch the AWS CloudFormation template in the new sub-account.



Enter a value for the required parameter: Master Account ID

Step 3. Onboard Policies and Roles


Upload new policy and role files to the configuration bucket in the master account.

Step 4. Assign Roles to AWS Directory Service Groups


Create Microsoft Active Directory or Simple AD groups as necessary.



Assign solution-created roles to your directory service groups and users.

Step 5. Use the Solution Webpage to Access a Sub-Account


Use your corporate credentials to log in to the solution and access managed accounts.

Step 1. Launch the Solution in the Master Account
First, launch the automated AWS CloudFormation template in the master AWS account
to deploy the Cross-Account Manager components.
Log in to the AWS Management Console and click the
Launch
button to the right to launch the aws-cross-accountMaster Template
manager-master AWS CloudFormation template.
You can also download the template as a starting point for your own
implementation.
The template is launched in the US East (N. Virginia) Region by default. To launch
the Cross-Account Manager solution in a different AWS Region, use the region
selector in the console navigation bar.
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Note: This solution uses the AWS Lambda service, which is currently available
in specific AWS Regions only. Therefore, you must launch this solution an AWS
Region where Lambda is available. 1
On the Select Template page, verify that you selected the correct template and
choose Next.
On the Specify Details page, assign a name to your Cross-Account Manager
stack.
Under Parameters, review the parameters for the template and modify them as
necessary. This solution uses the following default values.
Parameter

Default

Description

Config Bucket

<Requires input>

Name of a new Amazon S3 bucket that the solution will
create. The Administrator uses this bucket to store account,
role, and policy files for the solution-managed sub-accounts.

Access Links Bucket

<Requires input>

Name of a new Amazon S3 bucket that the solution will
create. The Administrator uses this bucket to store the useraccessible webpage with access links to managed subaccounts.

Send Anonymous
Usage Data

Yes

Send anonymous data to AWS to help us understand
solution usage and related cost savings across our customer
base as a whole. To opt out of this feature, choose No.
For more information, see Appendix C.

Choose Next.
On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your
stack and set additional options, and then choose Next.
On the Review page, review and confirm the settings. Be sure to check the box
acknowledging that the template will create AWS Identity and Access Management
(IAM) resources.
Choose Create to deploy the stack.
You can view the status of the stack in the AWS CloudFormation console in the Status
column. You should see a status of CREATE_COMPLETE in roughly five (5) minutes.
To see details for the stack resources, choose the Outputs tab. The following table
describes some of these outputs in more detail.

1

For the most current AWS Lambda availability by region, see https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/globalinfrastructure/regional-product-services/
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Key

Description

ConfigBucket

Name of the Amazon S3 bucket to upload sub-account files for this solution

AccessLinksBucket

Name of the Amazon S3 bucket to store the webpage with links to access managed
sub-accounts

KMSKeyAlias

The alias of AWS KMS key the Administrator must use to upload sub-account files
(CrossAccountManager-Key)

Step 2. Launch the Solution in a Sub-Account
After the master account stack launch completes in the master account, upload an account
file to Amazon S3 and then launch the sub-account stack in that account.
Note the AWS account ID(s) of the sub-account(s) you want to add and prepare
the YAML-formatted (.yml or .yaml) account file.
A sample account.yaml file is shown below.
accounts:
# AWS Account ID
999999999999 :
# Email associated with the account
email: you@example.com
# Optional to group the accounts
accountgroup : production
888888888888 :
email: me@example.com
accountgroup : development

The accountgroup field is optional. When specified, it is stored in Amazon
DynamoDB and used to create groupings where you can apply group-specific roles.
Log in to the AWS Management Console of the master account, and open the
Amazon S3 console.
In the Amazon S3 configuration bucket (ConfigBucket output from the previous
procedure), choose the account folder.
Upload the account file. Use the solution-generated AWS KMS key
(KMSKeyAlias output from the previous procedure) to encrypt the object during
upload (see the AWS KMS Developer Guide for detailed instructions).
If the upload is successful, the solution will remove the account file from the
configuration bucket. Check the account folder to confirm the file was received
and removed. (It will remain in the bucket’s version history.) You can also check
Amazon DynamoDB to confirm the account record(s) were added successfully.
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Note: You must successfully upload the account file to the configuration
bucket before you continue to the next step.
Log in to the AWS Management Console of the sub-account, and use the region
selector in the console navigation bar to go to the same AWS Region where you
launched the master account stack.
Click the button to the right to launch the aws-crossaccount-manager-sub
AWS
CloudFormation
template. You can also download the template as a
starting point for your own implementation.

Launch
Sub-Account
Template

Note: You must launch the sub-account AWS CloudFormation template in the
same AWS Region where you launched the master account template (and where
AWS Lambda is available). The template is launched in the US East (N. Virginia)
Region by default. Use the region selector in the console navigation bar to go to a
different AWS Region.
On the Select Template page, verify that you selected the correct template and
choose Next.
On the Specify Details page, assign a name to your sub-account stack.
Under Parameters, in the Master Account ID field, enter the AWS account ID
for the master account.
Choose Next, and on the Options page, choose Next.
On the Review page, review and confirm the settings. Be sure to check the box
acknowledging that the template will create AWS Identity and Access Management
(IAM) resources.
Choose Create to deploy the stack.
You can view the stack status in the AWS CloudFormation console in the Status
column. You should see a status of CREATE_COMPLETE in roughly five minutes.
To see details for the stack resources, choose the Outputs tab. You will see
CrossAccountManager-Admin-DO-NOT-DELETE role, which is the special
Administrator role that the solution created to allow the master account to manage
roles in each sub account.

Step 3. Onboard Policies and Roles
After you launch the solution in both the master and sub-account, upload the necessary
roles and policies to onboard a sub-account. The Cross-Account Manager solution
package includes a set of predefined role and policy files that you can use as a framework
for onboarding sub-accounts. Go to the GitHub repository to download these files.
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Prepare the applicable policy file(s). All policy files used in this solution must be in
JSON format and follow the guidelines outlined in the IAM User Guide.
Prepare the applicable YAML-formatted role file(s).
A sample role.yaml file is shown below:
roles:
#Role name
Prod-Administrator :
#Action add or remove
action : add
#Reference to JSON policy file in custom_policy folder
policy : Administrator.json
#Optional: apply this role to only accounts in this group
accountgroup : production
Dev-Administrator :
action : add
policy : Administrator.json
accountgroup : development
Read-Only :
action : add
policy : Read-Only.json

The accountgroup field is optional. Roles without a specific account group are assigned
to all sub-accounts that the solution manages. Roles with an account group will be
assigned only to accounts in that group, i.e., accounts with a matching accountgroup
value. This helps you create account groupings and apply consistent roles to those
accounts.
Important: You must use unique role names for this solution, even across
different account groups.
This example file will create a CrossAccountManager-Prod-Administrator role that
will be assigned to sub-accounts in the production account group. It will also create a
CrossAccountManager-Dev-Administrator role that will be assigned to sub-accounts
in the development account group, and a CrossAccountManager-Read-Only role that
has access to all managed sub-accounts.
Log in to the AWS Management Console of the master account, and open the
Amazon S3 console.
In the Amazon S3 configuration bucket (ConfigBucket output from Step 1),
choose the custom_policy folder.
Upload the sub-account policy file. Use the solution-generated AWS KMS key to
encrypt the object during upload.
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Important: Do not remove JSON policy files from the configuration bucket.
The solution refers to them regularly to manage permissions.
Go back to the configuration bucket and choose the role folder.
Upload the sub-account role file. Use the solution-generated AWS KMS key to
encrypt the object during upload.
If the upload is successful, the solution will remove the role file from the
configuration bucket. Check the role folder to confirm the file was received and
removed. (It will remain in the bucket’s version history.) You can also check
Amazon DynamoDB to confirm the account record(s) were added successfully.

Step 4. Assign Roles to Your Directory Groups
The roles that this solution creates and manages will appear in the IAM console of the
master and sub-accounts with the prefix CrossAccountManager-*. You can assign
each of these roles to a group in AWS Directory Service (see Assigning a Role in the AWS
Directory Service Administrator Guide). When you assign an IAM Role to a directory
group, remember that any user who can modify that group’s membership will also control
of who can inherit the AWS access permissions of the associated role.
You can use roles and policies to create sub-account groups by environment type (e.g.,
production, development), application (e.g., app1, app2), or any other permissions-based
grouping that you define. For example, you can create a special role that gives members
of the developer group Administrator rights in a set of development sub-accounts (see the
example in Step 3).
We recommend that you use a consistent naming convention for your roles and Microsoft
Active Directory or Simple AD groups, and add a unique prefix such as AWS-*. For
example, if you have a CrossAccountManager-DevOps role in the master account, you
can name the group you plan to assign that role AWS-DevOps.
You can also assign the solution-created roles to existing groups. For example, you would
create a CrossAccountManager-DevAdministrator role that you would assign (via AWS
Directory Service) to an existing Microsoft Active Directory group AWSDevAdministrator.

Step 5. Use the Solution Webpage to Access a Sub-Account
After an Administrator creates the necessary role mappings, your directory users and
groups can access the master account and approved sub-accounts. Use the following
steps to log in to the master account and access role-specific, managed sub-accounts.
Open the access URL (e.g., https://example-corp.awsapps.com/console/) that
your Administrator provided and enter your corporate credentials.
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The login screen contains a drop-down field of all roles assigned to your user
identity. Select the role you want to use to log in to solution. This role will
determine the sub-accounts you can access.

This takes you to the AWS Management Console. Open the Amazon S3 console.
Select the Amazon S3 bucket that hosts the webpage of access links. (Your
Administrator will provide the bucket name, which is the AccessLinksBucket
output from Step 1.)
Choose the webpage (cross-account-manager-links.html) to go to the detail
page, and choose Open. This will open a webpage that contains access links for all
managed accounts.
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The webpage links are organized by role. Find the role you used to log in to the
console, and choose a link under that role to access an approved sub-account.
A window appears with relevant fields already populated.

Note: The solution webpage will show all sub-accounts that the solution manages,
not just the accounts your role(s) has access to. If you try to access a sub-account that
is not authorized for your role, the switch role window will show an authorization
error.
Choose Switch Role to open the AWS Management Console for that subaccount. The account will switch automatically.
The last several roles that you used appear on the Identity menu of the AWS
Management Console. The next time you need to switch to one of those roles, you can
simply choose the desired role. For more information, see the IAM User Guide.

Security
The AWS Cloud provides a scalable, highly reliable platform that helps customers deploy
applications and data quickly and securely. When you build systems on AWS
infrastructure, security responsibilities are shared between you and AWS. This shared
model can reduce your operational burden as AWS operates, manages, and controls the
components from the host operating system and virtualization layer down to the physical
security of the facilities in which the services operate. In turn, you assume responsibility
and management of the guest operating system (including updates and security patches),
other associated applications, as well as the configuration of the AWS-provided security
group firewall. For more information about security on AWS, visit the AWS Security
Center.
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AWS Directory Service
The Cross-Account Manager solution relies on AWS Directory Service for single sign-on
to the master account using existing corporate credentials. AWS Directory Service is a
managed service that makes it easy to connect AWS services to your existing on-premises
Microsoft Active Directory (via AD Connector), or to set up and operate a new directory
on the AWS cloud (Simple AD or Microsoft Active Directory). See Prerequisites for
detailed instructions.
This solution will create and manage IAM roles (CrossAccountManager-*) that you
can associate with new or existing directory users and groups (via the AWS Directory
Service console). Customers are responsible for creating and managing all Microsoft
Active Directory or Simple AD groups and users. We recommend that you create a oneto-one relationship between each IAM role and directory group. We also recommended
that you use a consistent naming convention for mapping IAM roles to your directory
groups. See Step 4 for more details.

AWS KMS Encryption for Amazon S3
All files in the Amazon S3 configuration bucket are encrypted using server-side
encryption with AWS KMS (S3 SSE-KMS). An AWS KMS key policy controls which IAM
users are authorized to use the solution-specific customer master key
(CrossAccountManager-Key) for decryption, enabling those users to upload files to
the configuration bucket. By default, only IAM users with AWS KMS administrative
permissions (in addition to the solution’s AWS Lambda functions) are authorized to
upload the files. You can manually modify the policy to grant KMS key usage permissions
to additional IAM users, groups or roles (see Appendix B for details).

Amazon SNS
Amazon SNS is used to facilitate communication between AWS Lambda functions in the
master account and sub-accounts. The associated Amazon SNS topics are protected using
solution-managed cross-account access control policies. We recommend that you do not
modify these access control policies, and that you implement least privilege access control
for Amazon SNS administration for your IAM users.

Additional Security Settings
Solution users are allowed to federate to sub-accounts using only the role that they
assumed when logging into the master account. Users cannot federate to a different role
in a sub-account. For example, if a user logs into the master account using a
CrossAccountManager-DevOps role, that user can access only sub-accounts that are
approved for the CrossAccountManager-DevOps role.
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To facilitate cross-account access, the solution creates a special CrossAccountManagerAdmin-DO-NOT-DELETE role in the master account and each sub-account. This solution
assumes the CrossAccountManager-Admin-DO-NOT-DELETE role in sub-accounts,
which has permission to modify IAM roles and policies in these accounts. We recommend
reviewing master account security policies to restrict unauthorized access to the solution’s
AWS Lambda functions and roles.

Amazon CloudWatch
This solution creates the following CloudWatch log files to invoke AWS Lambda functions
and record associated data. See Appendix A for detailed information on each of the
functions mentioned below.
Master account log files:


/aws/lambda/cam-master-AccountFileHandler-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs

actions of the New-Account file handler function, which processes YAMLformatted account files from the configuration bucket


/aws/lambda/cam-master-RoleFileHandler-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs actions of

the New-Role file handler function, which processes YAML-formatted role files
from the configuration bucket


/aws/lambda/cam-master-AccountEventHandler-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs

actions of the Account event handler function, which processes messages from
the Account topic


/aws/lambda/cam-master-RoleEventHandler-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs actions

of the Role event handler function, which processes messages from the Role topic


/aws/lambda/cam-master-AccessLinksHandler-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs

actions of the Access-Link handler function that is triggered from Amazon
DynamoDB whenever a new sub-account and role is created


/aws/lambda/cam-master-SolutionHelper-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs the
creation of the solution-helper custom resource, which occurs when you
launch the aws-cross-account-manager-master AWS CloudFormation

template
Sub-account log file:


/aws/lambda/cam-sub-InitsubAccount-XXXXXXXXXXXXX: Logs the creation of
the InitsubAccount custom resource, which occurs when you launch the awscross-account-manager-sub AWS CloudFormation template
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Additional Resources
AWS services documentation


AWS CloudFormation



AWS Lambda



AWS Directory Service



Amazon S3



AWS IAM



Amazon CloudWatch



AWS KMS

AWS Answers


AWS Multiple Account Security Strategy

Appendix A: Component Details

Figure 2: Cross-Account Manager component process flow
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Amazon S3 Buckets
The solution creates two user-defined Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3)
buckets:


The configuration bucket contains sub-account and role definitions (in YAML
format), and also permissions policies (in JSON format). By default, the solution’s
AWS KMS policy only allows IAM users with AWS KMS administrative
permissions to upload objects to the configuration bucket. We recommend
updating the solution’s key policy to authorize specific IAM users, groups, or roles
to use the solution’s key to upload configuration files to this bucket (see Appendix
B for more information).



The access links bucket hosts the solution-managed, static webpage containing a
list of URL shortcuts that allow users to switch roles and access each sub-account.

The buckets have versioning enabled by default.

Amazon SNS Topics
The solution deploys three Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topics:


The Account topic is deployed in the master account but accessed from the subaccounts. This topic sends a message to indicate when a new sub-account should
be added to the solution.



The Role topic is an internal Amazon SNS topic in the master account to facilitate
role creation and deletion in sub-accounts. It triggers the Role event-handler AWS
Lambda function to perform the role-related tasks in sub-accounts (see the next
section).



The AccessLinks topic is an internal Amazon SNS topic that updates the access
link webpage whenever a new account or role is added or removed.

Master Account AWS Lambda Functions
File Handler Functions
Each time the Administrator uploads an account or role file to the Amazon S3
configuration bucket, it triggers one of the solution’s file handler functions, which
parse, validate, and process the data:


The New-Account file handler grants permission for the sub-account to publish
messages to the Account Amazon SNS topic in the master account.
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The New-Role file handler adds or removes the IAM roles or permissions policies
from the master account. The New-Role file handler also publishes messages to the
Role Amazon SNS topic with the sub-account ID and the role or permission to add
or remove.

Note: Unlike new account and role files, new policy files do not trigger any AWS
Lambda functions when uploaded to the configuration bucket.

Event Handler Functions
The solution uses two event handler functions to process messages from the Amazon
SNS topics:


The Account event handler subscribes to the Account topic. When it receives a new
account message, it publishes any existing role(s) and related policies to the Role
topic (which will then be pushed to the sub-account).



The Role event handler subscribes to the Role topic. When it receives a message
to add or remove a role and policy, it uses a temporary Amazon Simple Token
Service (Amazon STS) Administrator token (using the CrossAccountManagerAdmin-DO-NOT-DELETE role) to add or remove roles in the sub-account.

Access-Link Handler Function
Anytime a new sub-account and role is provisioned, the Access-Link handler function is
triggered. This function updates the solution’s webpage with the access link for the subaccount and role.

Sub-Account AWS Lambda Function
The sub-account AWS CloudFormation template (aws-cross-account-managersub.template) deploys a custom resource AWS Lambda function. This function creates
a special CrossAccountManager-Admin-DO-NOT-DELETE role with the minimum set of
IAM permissions required to add or remove IAM roles and permissions policies in the
sub-account. By default, only the Role event handler in the master account can assume
the CrossAccountManager-Admin-DO-NOT-DELETE role.
When the AWS CloudFormation stack launch is complete in a sub-account, the function
publishes a message to the Account Amazon SNS topic to indicate the account is ready to
be managed. Similarly, the function publishes a message to the Account topic upon stack
deletion to indicate a sub-account is no longer available to be managed by solution.
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Amazon DynamoDB Tables
The solution creates three Amazon DynamoDB tables:


The CrossAccountManager-Accounts table stores account-related data (AWS
account ID, email, account group, and account status) each time the Administrator
uploads a new account file. The account status changes from pending to active
once the sub-account AWS CloudFormation stack is created and ready to be
managed. It changes to deleted when the stack is deleted.



The CrossAccountManager-Roles table stores role-relation information (role
name, policy, role status). The role status is active when a new role is created and
deleted when the role is removed.



The CrossAccountManager-Account-Roles table stores the status of account ID
and role combinations (account ID, role, status) that the solution manages. The
status is pending while the new role is being provisioned in the sub-account. It
changes to active when the role is provisioned successfully and deleted when the
role is removed from sub-account.

IAM Roles
The solution automatically creates AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles
that grant least privileges to the AWS Lambda functions in the master account and subaccounts. All IAM roles that this solution manages are prefixed with
CrossAccountManager-* for easy identification and filtering.
The solution creates a special CrossAccountManager-Admin-DO-NOT-DELETE role in the
master account and in each sub-account. This role facilitates IAM-related changes from
the master account.
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Appendix B: Configuring AWS KMS Permissions
for Additional Users
By default, only the solution’s AWS Lambda functions in the master account and IAM
users with AWS KMS administrative permissions have access to the solution-generated
AWS KMS key (CrossAccountManager-Key). This key is used to upload files to the
Amazon S3 configuration bucket. Use the following steps to grant additional AWS
Identity and Access Management (IAM) users access to the key, allowing them to upload
configuration files for new sub-accounts.
Log in to the AWS Management Console of the master account (where you launched
the solution’s master template).
Open the IAM console and note the IAM users who you will grant access to.
From the left pane, choose Encryption Keys.
Choose the encryption key with the alias CrossAccountManager-Key, and in the
Key Policy section, choose Switch to policy view.
In the list of roles allowed to use the master key, add a new line (shown in bold font
in the following code block) for each additional account ID.
{
"Sid": "Allow use of the key",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {
"AWS": [
"arn:aws:iam::xxxxxxxxxxxx:role/cam-masterAccountEventHandlerExecRole/acc-mgmt-master-AccountEventHandlerExecRoleAAABBB111222",
"arn:aws:iam::xxxxxxxxxxxx:role/cam-master-SolutionHelperRoleO3OHJ329NA6W",
"arn:aws:iam::xxxxxxxxxxxx:role/cam-masterAccountFileHandlerExecRole/acc-mgmt-master-AccountFileHandlerExecRole333444CCCDDD",
"arn:aws:iam::xxxxxxxxxxxx:role/cam-master-RoleFileHandlerExecRole/accmgmt-master-RoleFileHandlerExecRole-EEEFFF555666",
"arn:aws:iam::xxxxxxxxxxxx:role/cam-masterAccessLinksHandlerExecRole/acc-mgmt-master-AccessLinksHandlerExecRole777888GGGHHH",
“arn:aws:iam::xxxxxxxxxxxx:user:UserName”
]
},
"Action": [
"kms:Encrypt",
"kms:Decrypt",
"kms:ReEncrypt*",
"kms:GenerateDataKey*",
"kms:DescribeKey"
],
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"Resource": "*"
}

Appendix C: Collection of Anonymous Data
This solution includes an option to send anonymous usage data to AWS. We use this data
to better understand how customers use this solution to improve the services and
products that we offer. When enabled, the following information is collected and sent to
AWS whenever a new account or role file is uploaded to the solution’s Amazon S3
configuration bucket:


Solution ID: The AWS solution identifier



Unique ID (UUID): Randomly generated, unique identifier for each CrossAccount Manager deployment



Timestamp: Data-collection timestamp



Version: Version of template being launched



Solution Data: Count of the status of sub-accounts and roles that are managed
by the solution
Example data:


accounts: 5



roles: 10



account-roles: 30

Note that AWS will own the data gathered via this survey. Data collection will be subject
to the AWS Privacy Policy. To opt out of this feature, set the Send Anonymous Usage
Data parameter to No.
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Send Us Feedback
We welcome your questions and comments. Please post your feedback on the AWS
Solutions Discussion Forum.
You can visit the GitHub repository to download the templates and scripts for this
solution, and to share your customizations with others.
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